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INTRODUCTION 

Vle are :?leased to present an article from a new con
tributor. Edlorin E. Hare, 1621 Payne Ave., O,.rensboro, Kentucky. 

Ivlr. Hare is one of our most regular observers, and we 
have had frequent occasion to mention his \lrork in these :nages. 
ne employs a 7-inch reflector of his own construction. lie is 
now working on a 12-inch mirror of focal length 150 inches. 
This large focal ratio is usually considered an advantage 
in lunar and planetary studies. He is a member of the British 
Astronomical Association and finds their Journal helpful in 
his studies. 

Our contributor is a machinist and tells us of his 
11 first job at 11rriting11 that: "It's harder than running a 
turret latheJ 11 

The subject discussed by Mr. Hare should be of great 
interest in connection with the discussion in our recent issues 
of the ::,>resent appearance of the Crape Ring. The most recent 
reports are ~resented elsewhere in this issue. There is evidence 
of an apparent 11ridening since mid-January, presumably because 
part of the shadow of Ring C is no longer behind Ring C. 

An interesting graphical study has been reported by E.J. 
Reese for the ~Jeriodoctober, 1946-December, 1947. Ee mea
sured on his original drawings the 1:.ri dth of the apDarent Crape 
projection at the C.M. of Saturn. These plotted observed values 
were compared with the widtfus of: (1) The Cra:1e projection at 
the C .M.; (2) The shadow of the rings (B and C) at the C .H. 
south of the inner edge of B. His stu~v indicated that the 
shadow of Ring C is often observed rather than C. itself, ~nd that 
the two are often seen combined. This result is in accord with 
Mr. Hare's interpr6tation of the projection. 

Iv:r. Reese's measures ma'<e the \lridth of Ring C 9100 miles 
in October, 1946-i :ay, 1947 and 6800 miles in Se!1ternber-December, 
1947. They thus confirm a narro\lr~ng, though of a smaller 
amount than re·Jorted by the editor in Strolling Astronomer, 
Volume 1, Number 10, pgs. 2-5. 

A NE\v INT3RPRETATI'll:T OF THE CRAP3 BAND ON SATURN 
by Ed;.JUin E. Hare 

The Crape Ring and its Drojection became the object of 
an intensified study by a score of American and Canadian 
observers alerted by \I8.lter H. Haas, in October, 1947, to 
determine whether a ;)hysical change had taken place in the ring. 



An indirect result of this stud_y vras the discover;y that the 
projection aJJ:peared to oe narrovrer than tte ring should oe in that 
IJosi tion; this result suggested to Eugh !Vi. Johnson. ancl to me, that the 
oand is not the ring itself- out its shadow. Since expressing such 
an opinion in early Decemoer I have considered the suoject in 
greater detail and find it more complicated than upon first im1Jres
sion. 

It can be shown that the darkness of the Crape oand is not 
due alone to the small amount of light reflected by the particles 
in the ring. For if this 1ftras true, a progressive decrease in density 
would result in a darJrer 'lnd darker band until we should find the 
spectacle of a vanished ring producing a black band across the ball. 
Ooviously it is light penetrating the Crape Ring and reflected back 
from the surface of the globe that whitens the nearly total black
ness of that ring to a dark grey. If nothing happened to the light 
rays going thru the ring, the sum of reflections from the ring and 
glooe ~;rould suostantially equal the brightness of the glooe - and 
the oand would oe indistinguishable from it. 

The darkness of the Crape band is, therefore, the measure of 
light dispersed, by diffraction, from two trips mede thru the ring. 
The first transit by sunlight ~Jroduces a semi-shadow on the c;looe 
(an area of reduced illumination) from which light reflected to the 
earth is darkened still more oy the second scattering of raJS· Thus 
it ~;rill be evident that the tvrice attentuated shadow \•rill be darker 
than the once attentuated inner edge of the ring \lrhen the two are not 
in collimation to our vie\'r. The ratio of darkness will vary with the 
density of the ring. Hhen t:1.e Ring System 1J'!as most \•ridely o~Jen, the 
difference was less than now because the ap·,1arent density increases 
\!Ti th the angle of :·)enetration. A concentration causing so% dispersion 
would give a ratio of 2 to l; 80%. a ratio of 5 to l. But these 
proyortions 1~rill be leveled to some extent because some of the 
diffraction takes place at small angles, falling "'i thin the semi
shadow area. 

All together, it seems reasonable to sup~ose that a narrow 
Crape band in October resulted from a comparative ltghtness of the 
ring at its south edge, oy single diffraction. at a time 'Y!hen the 
Cra:oe shado~;r lay a little north of the ring projection and \oras 
partly occulted oy Ring :B. Subsequently, the shad01"' returns to full 
view and is equal in size to the ring on Pebruary 7. 1948. 3ut the, 
vTidth of the occulted strip was not large. It never exceeded on.125, 
about th~ same \•ridth as Cassini 1 s Division at the north point of the 
~llipse of the rings. 

The later displacement of the Crape shado111 to the south of the 
projection in April and Nay 1J'!ill prooably not aid us in our detection 
of it "because it will be a semi-shado"' produced by a single dispersion, 
and seen directly \•Tithout further darkening. It 1trill ~erhaps be no 
darker the.n was the south edge of the Crape oand some r;wnths ago. which 
1tre ap1)arently failed to see. lTevertheless, the next ap)arition near 
the end of this year may present additional evidence. 



The study of reflections and shadows disclosed., uneXj)ectedly 
to me, a feature tha.t should. •Jrove to be fair hunting game to 
telescopists with worthy instruments: the south ed.ge of the sha.do'\or 
of R~ng B 1!Thich ,,rill 'be visible next spring, as a Cra:_:>e band edged 
in blac1oe Its full bla.ck:ness on the globe lflrill be brightened a 
little by the scattered rays of Crape diffraction, but most of that 
will be dispersed again coming thru the dus1-::y ring. The shadow of 
B may be ex;Jected, then, to appear only a little less black than the 
Cra;Je Ring at the ansPe. Tts maximum 11ridth, near Hay 7, 1948 '\<rill ~ 
be 0 11 .22 near the central meridian. Especial scutiny of this shadow 
at the limbs is invited. 

THE BLACK DR.vr EFFECT AT THE TH;E OF MOOlTRIS:.S 
by D.'\1. Rosebrugh 

On Dec. 28 and. again on Dec. JO, 1947 the writer sa11r the moon 
rise over the horizon of the Atlantic Ocean from the sea vrall at 
Pa.lm :Beach, Florida. On the first occasion it 11ras about 27 hours 
past the full. The writer has spent apJJroximately J years out of 
the last JO on the shores of the Atlantic but the customary haze 
over the ocean has :_:Jrevented him from seeing the phenomenon in the 
past. 

The Palm :Beach Post :..Jred.icted that the moon 'l!rould rise at 
6:41 p.m. E.S.T. on Dec. 28, so shortly before that time the writer 
and his 11rife re:Jarcd to the sea wall and scanned. the horizon by eye 
and binoculars. 11 First contact" too'-: place 'l.!ri th dramatic su0denness. 
J3efore it, there was no clear indication as to 111here the moon 1N"ould 
rise. In an instant a red strea1.c 10 minutes long a:9peared on the 
horizon 1 s edge. This showed little grovrth for a fe\·! seconds, and it 
is now surmised that it was the reverse of the 11 black drop effect" 
described belo11r, though at the time it was ta'cen to be the u;T•er 
edge of the moon itself. Soon J:~·.ro Criaiur:~ -.ras clc;:o.r t.) t!.1o nP.'>::cci eye. 
This later formed the left eye of the moon, Mare Frigoris the right 
eye, Eare Sere:dtatis the :·mg nose, and Hare Fubium the mouth. At 
any rate this is the vrriter's identifjca.tion of the moon's somewha.t 
d.ou tbful physiognomy. 

The phenomenon proceed.ed 11Ti th alari ty. As soon as the body 
of the moon was more t:!-.an half way above the horizon the preliminary 
stages of the 11 black drop effect" became evident. The moon appeared 
like the pictures one sees of a balloon being inflated, that is. 
hen:is)herical ?bove, ,,,i th drapings pinching in a little belO\•r and 
then eXlJanding again as they s;Jrea d out on the ground. As the moon 
continued to rise this effect became v-ery :1ronounced, and the 
moon seemed supported on a stem, vaguely reminiscent of the pictures 
of the atomic bomb. Finally the moon was supported only by a narro11r 
neck, but below it was a flat base of red light, on the hori:ton's 
edge, )erhaps 15 minutes or half the moon's diameter from north to 
south. The moon pulled clear o:t' this bs.se and then ay;~,earel'l 'ililAnf\ibly 



round, and floating in the air, but the base rem::dned below it on the 
horizon. This base shrank slowly during some seconds, and finally to 
my astonishment disappeared. I had expected it to continue as I 
supposed it to be the reflection of the moon 1 s light on the 'I'Taves, but 
the 11 moon tra.c1c11 did not a2Jpear until some minutes later, by vrhich 
time the moon 'l'ra.s much whiter and brighter. The writer is now of the 
opinion that this separate base 'I'Thich lasted a fevr seconds after, 
the moon floatecl free of it, is of the same nature as the initial 
11 red streak11 noted at ''::'irst contact 11 • 

~ut the moon continued to rise and another unusual appearance 
became manifest. The 11 moon track11 (its reflectjon on the waves) 
became fully developed, stretching from the horizon to the waves 
near the beach at my feet, but it was crossed by a dar1c band where 
no reflection of the tangential rays of the moon seemed to occur. The 
binoculars showed that there were sea waves in this dark band, just 
as there 1111ere on the rest of the ocean's surface, but they did not 
reflect the moonlight. I was told later that this dark streak was the 
Gulf Stream which flo\lrs north'l'rards about 3 miles off shore, but why 
its surface should be non-reflective is ~uzzling. If one could 
discover the principle it might be applied to advantage to making 
a non-reflective coating for the inside of telescope tubes to replace 
the flat black paint usually used. 

Postscript :2.;y: Editor. Mr.Rosebrugh \lrould welcome comments by readers 
on the effects descibed ~bove. His address is 87 Fern Circle, 

irlaterbury 69, 
Connecticut. 

~ G Effi\!J.A.N TEL ESC OPE 

The enclosed drawing shows the 5-3-inch reflector of Mr. Ernest 
Pfannenschmidt, (20 b) Einbeck-Hannover, Hullerser Strasse 8, Br.itish 
Zone, Germany. Its owner describes it as the first professionally 
built telescope in Germany since the war. He ex:Jlajns that he sends 
dra .... rings rather than ~Jrints because facilities for making the latter 
are lacking. Nr Pfannenschmidt further 11rri tes: 

11 The telescolJe has a parabolic aluminized mirror 5. 3 inches in 
diameter and an aluminized seconctary mirror 28 x 39 milliDetr>rs 
(25 millimeters = 1 irc~1). 'I'he focal length is 40 inches. Magnifi
cations from 26x to 260x are used, '"'i th orthoscopic eyelJieces. There 
is a German ty~Je mounting 'tori th a counterweight. A hand drive and 
worm-gear supply the slow motion. A clock controlled gravity-drive 
may be attached to the extending polar axis. 11 

rvrr. Pfannenschmidt vrri tes also that he and his colleagues \ITill 
be glad to hear from American observers. German astranomers are 
reorganizing now, somewhat slowly because of lack of instruments. 
They are working upon such projects as photogra:ohs of Jupiter, the 
visual study of Uranus, and the mapping of various neglected lunar 
limb regions. Mr. Pfannenschmidt is acting as librarian and English 
translato-r for the group. Astromomical literature of all 1dnds 
they will '"'elcome; }Jerhaps some readers have spare copies of 
periodicals that they are no longer using. 



THE JAl1JAHY OCCUITATI02~ CF ~ 

Occultations of planets by the moon are rare enough events to 
be interesting in themselves. Moreover, there has sometimes been 
reported on such occasions a dark band across the face of the planet 
when it is ~assing behind the moon. Some of the observations of this 
band were summarized by '\'T.R.Haas in J.R.A.S.C., Volume 38, pg 351, 
1944. The band was alF.o aiscussed in several 1944 issues of both 
J.R.A.S.C. and Sky and Telesco:Je. It is observed only at the bright 
limb of the moon, not at the dark limb. The data about its visibility 
are somewhat inconsistent, and it may be easier to see against 
Jupiter than against other planets. Its width, normal to the lunar 
limb, is about J 11 • It has been photographed at least once, by iv.H. 
Pickering at Harvard more than 50 years ago; and C.A. Federer has 
verified its ~resence on the original photograph. 

Two ·orjnci'Jal ex,Jlanations have been advanced to eX-i)lain the 
band: (l)- It is- due t~ the absorbing action of a rare lu~ar atmosphere, 
vapors rising a few miles above the heated lunar surface by day only. 
(2) It is an illusion, a contrast-effect caused by the differing 
brightnesses of a planet and the moon. The band is evidentlj impor
tant to lumarians and planetarians under either hypothesis. The 
editor hence called the attention of A.L.P.O. members in the affected 
region to the occultation of Mars by the moon on the night of Jan
uary 27-28, 1948. A number of them responded. and ~,ore thank them for 
their cooperation. 

There was no occultation for R. Missert at Kenmore, Ne\•r York, 
with a 6-inch reflector;nor for J.J. O'Neill at Freeport, ~.I. ,New 
York, with a 4-inch refrnctor; nor for D.U. Rosebrugh at Uaterbury. 
Connecticut, with a 6-inch refractor. The estimated closest approach 
of Nars to the moon was }I at Kenmore, 1 130 11 at Free}Jort, and 20 11 at 
\'laterbury. None of these observers saw any effects that can be 
plausibly attributed to either lunar atmosphere ~r contrast. G. Brown 
at Campbell River, B.C. ,experienced cloudy s!des. Miss Antoinette 
I. Roth of Port Sydney, Ontario, is very much deserving of the 
admiration of all of us; for she attempted to observe 1.-ri th a 7-inch 
re~lector, finished only that day, in s)ite of a temperature of 
-27 ,F! Lac'< of lJro:oer balance to the instrument and inex:Jerience 
in sighting objects unhaplJily prevented success. The optical ~Jarts of 
the instrument have brcn 1.oaned to her by FR. Vaughn, an example of 
a S:Jlendid spirit of Cooperation among amateur astronomers. 

At Richland, l'iashington, R.L. Jv!oore had available only 7x50 
binoculars, \-Thich could give no evidence about tho band. At Eugene, 
Oregon, Professor J.Hugh Pruett could not use the Observatory 
telosco-.)es because of trees. (Joyce Kilmer ... ras never an astronomer). 
He view~d the event with 7x50 bi~oculars.H.C. Andrews, also of the 
University of Oregon, studied H wHh a 3-inch refractor at J2x. :i:Jo 
limb band was seen. Perha})S the aperture and. magnification vJere 
inadequate to reveal it, though H.H.Johnson has sus,Jected. the band 
by daylight with only a 1. 5-inch finder and 15x T .. J. ;,lent rum in 



RBJCZlJT OESERVATIONS 

Dra~,..ings of Uranus by T. Cragg on January 19 (U.T. date) 11rith a 
12-inch refractor (Griffith Planetarium) and \'T.H. Haas on January 
18 '"i th a 6-inch reflector sho,1r a remarkable resemblance. Both 
observers sa~t~r a southern dark belt to be concave toward the center 
of the disc. In fact, Ha~s commented on this curvature when he 
made his drawing. These observations ,,,ere 29 hours apart, somewhat 
less than three rotations of the planet. vle have also received 
drawings of Uranus by E.K. \fhite with his 7-inch reflector on 
January 9 and February l. These sho11r large dull shadings on the 
north and south limbs and a bright band across the middle of the 
disc. The edges of \'ThitA's shadings may coincide ltJith the Cragg
HaP,s belts. One is rem~.1ded of the fact that what some observers 
see as Iviartian canal-bands, others see merely as boundaries between 
regions of slightly different tones. \'Thite 's drawing of February l 
shows a bright area on the east limb; he found no rotational 
drift during 90 minutes of observation. Analogous bright areas, also 
stationary, have been seen on the limbs of Saturn during the •Jresent 
apparition by Reese and Haas. An explanation suggested by Reese 
may also ap:;,>ly to this Uranian feature~ he pro~1oses that we have 
longitudinally extended clouds above the visible surface, seen 
only when projected against tho duller edge of the disc. 

Jupiter now allows fair views in the morning s\cios. A 
doubled South Equatorial Belt North and the North ]quatorial 
:Belt are about equally prominent. The South Tem:oerate Belt is 
third in conspicuousness: the North TemlJerate Belt, fourth; the 
faint ]quatorial 3and, fifth. The South Equatorial Belt South is 
missing. Alternatelo~, the doubled S.E.:!3.N may really be the two 
close components of the entire South Equatorial Belt. On February 
22 Haas obsorved an oval \'llhi te area in the South Trcroical Zone 
with center at longitude (II) 209° and following end at 217° . 
This area may be the Red Spot Hollow, and its fol. shoulder was 
outlined by a dark band across the zone. If it is the Hollow, its 
longitude has decreased considerably since last September (S.A .. 
Volume l, No. 8, pg.7). lJo Red Spot 1tras visivle to Haas on February 
22. Central meridian transits so far are chiefly of marks on the 
south edge of the North Equatorial Belt and the north edge of the 
South Equatorial Bolt North. 

Venus has beon observed and drawn in January and February 
by T. Cragg, E.J. Reese, E.K. \'lhite, and vl.H. Haas. These observers 
have all remarked bright cusp-ca~s, and Cragg informs us that T.R. 
Cave has also observed them. Cragg thinks that other detail on 
Venus is extremely and ralJidly variable, marks seldom staying the 
same from one day to t1.u next. 

We request observers to give attention to the phase of Venus 
from about March 20 to about April 25. They should regularly note 
whether the terminator is convex or concave and should be on the 
lookout for any peculiar apDearancos. The atmosphere of Venus 
affects its phased outline, and a study of di~tortion from the 
geometric >Jattern ney suD-ply information about the atmosphere. 
The coming near-half-11hase Deriod ~,..ill find the plano~ unusua.l~y 
well :olaced_ in the sky. 



Eelcna, 1[ont~ma, omployecl a 4-~ncl1 reflector 8,t 125x end saw nothing 
unusual. The seeing 11ras so "bed that he could not identify the rays of 
Tycho so that this nesative evidonco is e,lso inconclusive. C.P. Richards 
in Saler.-;, Oregon, observed 1·rith a l-inch engineer's transit giving 
32x. Just before first contact, at the bright limb, he found Ears 
and the moon se~Jaratecl by a thin black line for several seconds. 
This line disappeared e,n"l_ was absent 1Yet,,reen first and second contacts; 
it is hence }Jresumably a · di fraction-effect rather than the band in 
question. 

]].~(. Vfhite was on the ciob in Kimberly, :B.C. vrith his 7-inch 
reflector at 200x. The s1-:y 1.vas so hazy that Mars v-ras invisible to 
tho eye until 40 minutes after emorsioc1. The seeins v-ras so bad at 
the brisht limb immersion that nothing could be glim'Jsed on Nars, not 
even the north Ca!J; at erncrsion the north ca.lJ 1rras visible but not its 
bounding, and_ then intense, :oolar bsnd. Eo lunar 15mb oand could be 
seen. Evidentl;; any limb band no more conslJicuous than the polar 
band could not have boon detected, and ··mst reports clo not suggest 
greater conspicuousness. Tho limb band several times has been 
compared to tho Crape Ring jJrojection on Saturn, in fact. 

J.P. Dov-r observed 1vi th a Harva,rd 6-inch refra,ctor at Cambridge, 
IJiass., using 4Sx. :t:e also sa1r1 no band; )Grha)S there ,,ras too much 
glare v-rith this lo\v 'Jower. The seeing was so bad that no markings 
on Iviars 1•Tere really certain, though :·1olar caps and sou thorn maria 
uere suspected. 

It r..ust be confessed that none of the foregoing records 
constitutes at all conclusive evidence on our :1roblem. 1.'le hope, 
hov1ever, that our readers wi.ll observe future planetary occultations 
with aclequate instruments. r:iay we also hope that they will have 
lucid skies and steady seeing? 

We finally list those exact tjmings relJorted to us, converting 
them to Universal Time on January 28, 1948. The station and_ instru
ment may be found above. 

Observer First Contact Soconcl_ Contact Third Contact Fourth Contact 

E.K. Hhite 4hl4m4osJ?s h m "1 s 4 15 14 --2 4h55rnl2:;J:5s 4h55m45l:'Lzs 

J . ..:'. Do;v 5h3m50 8 5h5ml0 5h26m35s 5h27m55s 

C.P. 3.ichards 4hl7m28s 4hl8mll s 4h40m25s 4h40m55s 

Vlhi te opines that his times are not too accurate because he was 
working alone, but the 34 seconds for imr1ersion and 33 seconds for 
emersion accord v-rell. Dow estimates his accuracy as 2.5 seconcls. For 
Richarttsthe 43 seconds at immersion and 30 seconds at emersion 
sugsest some error; ho thin:~s that he timed fourth contact a fe'Vtr 
seconds too oaxly, a correction 1trhich \vould red_uce tho cJ_jfforonce. 



Now for the Ring C }Juzzle. In this connection readers should 
examine E.E. Hare's e.rticle elsewhere in this issue. J.P. Dow, 
a student at Harvard University, has just reported an observation 
made \lri th a 9-inch refractor and 300x there on November 22, 1947. 
:iie saw tho projection as 11 a fine hair line 11 , as other members of 
A.L.P.O. were doing at that time. Ring C off the ball is drawn to 
fill perhaps 1/5 of tho space between Ring 3 and the ball. Recent 
vie,.rs indicate a widen:ing of tho ~;1rojection, presumably because 
the shadow of C is addud to C itself. To save words, 1rre hereafter 
state the width of tho C projection on the central meridian 
in terms of the \'ridth of Cassini 1 s at the ansae as the unit. R. 
liiissert on January 18, using a 6-inch reflector in fair seeing, 
estimated 0.5. Hare obtained 1.0 (?-inch reflector) in January 
and slightly more than 1.0 on February 9 and 10, whereas his 
earlier estimates had been 0.75 to 1.0. Reese obtained 0.7 
(6-inch reflector) on January 30 and 0.8 on February 9. both 
views being in excellent seeing. Haas found these results: 

Jan. 7-19 
Jah. 20-:rs'eb .1 
Feb.2-14 
Feb.l5-22 

NO. ESTIMATES 

4 
2 
4 
4 

0 . .5 
0.7 
0.6 
1.0 

\'lhi te and Haas have thought the C :9rojection darker than 
before, perhaps an effect of the increasing width of the shado\•T 
of C. This projection has recently looked brown to Reese and 
red-brown to Haas. Ring C at the ansae is as described in 
previous issues. The ring here looked pale blue to Reese on 
February 9. 

The doubled South Equatorial Bolt of Saturn is still conspicuous, 
and the South Polar Belt remains visible. Tho Equatorial Band and 
tho South Temperate Belt noted in our February issue have now been 
seen by several different observers. They are not easy. Reese and 
Rare agree that the E.B. lies south of the middle of the bright 
Equatorial Zone. Reese, Hare, and White all independently report 
a fading of the North Tel!l)Orate Belt-rather remarkable agreement. 

A new member, T. Cr1=1.gg of Los Angeles, has made himself more 
than welcome "rith beaut~ful and accurate drawings of various ~Jlanets. 
Those of Saturn show such delicate details as spots on tho belts 
and thin strea1{S in the zones, 

The shadow of the rings on the ball north of tho rings was 
last visible to Haas on January 30, when it looked narrower and 
lighter than the Ring C :1rojection. Efforts to see it on January 
31 and later failed, even with fairly pleasing seeing on February 
2. Other observers were more successful. On January 30 Reese saw 
this shadow 11 as an exce,:dingly thin, dark line 11 , 11rhich at the C.M. 
was about as conspicuous as Cassini 's Division there. Vfhite noted 
this shadow on February l. Hare saw it easily on February 2 and 
definitely enough (though auparently gray 0n both days) on 

'. 



?ebruary 3. Hare conputes its width to bo 01! 10 on January 
29 and 01!05 on February 3. The shadow, theoreti cally 
vanished on February 7. 

As had been foreseen, near the OpJ10si tion of February 
9 both limbs of the ball were bordered by dark bands, or 
pseudo-shadows. FartY-ter from opposition, one band ;,ras suffi
ciently wider and blacker than the other to be recognized 
as the real shado"'r of the ball. vlhite easily perceived the 
shadd"'1 on February 1, though the other band was already 
notable. Reese saw tho t"'ro 11 shadows 11 equally well on February 
9. Hare found them perhaps similar on February 10; the real 
shado"'' 111as easy enough by February 15. Haas last recorded 
black pre-o:pposi tion shadow on February 1, and found the t\110 
limb bands about equal from February 2 to 9. By February 13 
and 14 shadm·r again vras clearly visible to him, even in pool 
seeing. 

1:le give the usual ephemeris of coming Martian events, 
using the same symbols as before. Tho C.M. is now for 7 PM, E.S.T. 

DATE D D0 0 C.M. 

1948 Harch 4 l31J2 +16~9 67° 48° 
March 9 12.9 16.7 69 3 
Iviarch 14 12._5 16.6 71 319 
March 19 12.0 16.5 73 274 
iVIarch 24 11.6 16.6 76 229 
I'Iarch 29 11.1 16.8 78 184 
.h.pril 3 10.6 17.0 80 138 

All observers agree that the north cap of Marx continued 
to shrink rather rapidly during the last month. They further 
agree that it is still brilliant and hence presumably is a 
surface cap. The bounding north polar band remains intense, 
though probably less ~rominent than in the autumn of 1947. 
The south cap is seen more often no\•1 and is, on tho whole, 
growing more cons:;_Jicuous. Its behavior and appearance suggest 
that it is still a cloud-CaJ1. It is often so cUfi'use that its 
size is difficult to estimate. Sometines it is rather brilliant, 
though not equal to tne north ca<1. 

A cloucl-projection 11ras observed on the sunset terminator 
of Mars by \'i.H.Haas on February l. It was first noticed at 
1:07 b.M., M.S.T., and \IJaS quite invisible by 1:18. It projected 
only very slightly and lay near latitude -25~ On February 2 
Haas suspected a projecting of an area near the sa~e latitude 
from 1:29 to 1:35 AH., lil.S.T. If one here has a roap]_:Jearance 
of the cloud, it had moved considerably in longitude. An 
attem!1t to reobsorve tho cloud on February 3 failed •. <1orhaps 
because of haze. He have ropotts of no other projections so 
far. However, bright areas, )resumably clouds, have been 
common near the oclges of the elise; a few of them have 
rivalled the north cap in cons11icuousness. 



Drawings of Iviars by J.P. Dow with a 9-inch refractor gain 
added attractiveness from the fact that they are in natural 
colors. Do~r shows tho deserts reddish orange and both northern 
and southern maria c'l.<~,rk: green. His dra\'lings exhibit such 
features as Syrtis •·•aJor, Sabaeus, Ary.n, Acidalium, the '"ell
develo)ed Casius, and the two-car.sted Portus Sj~:ous,(so 
glimpsed by Eare also.) 

Hare has favored us with some beautiful and detailed 
drawings in color. Most of the southern maria looked blue to 
him in February. Sabaeus, however, was black. Acidalium and 
Cas ius, northern features, >'lore brownish or 11 slate colorod11 • 

Roose found a 11 muddy blue gray" for Acidalium on February 7, 
a rod filter confirming more blue than in tho southern maria. 
(tiaro 1 s observation, making Acidaliurn loss blue than Erythroum, 
was on February 3). Acidalium ro[;ularly appeared bluish black 
to Haas from February 2 to 16. The same observer has frequently 
noted blue, though occasionally brown, in the north polar band 
and called tho Fro:Jontii brownish gray near February first. He 
seos little color in tho most dark markings. 

An observation by Reese deserves quoting: 11 ( :Oohreen 
1:50 and 2:35 .h.E. E.S.T .. on February 7) a ra2)id clearing 
of a whitish haze in the Eartian atmos~Jhere over much cf Mare 
Erythroum a.'1d tho south limb ap:Jarently took place. At· the end 
of this period ? small 1flhi to cap was visible on tho south limb 
surrounded by blue-gray_ maria. At its beginning a whitish haze 
extended from tho south limb to about latitude -250. Seeing and 
transparency remained constant at 6 and 3 respectively during 
tho period. 11 

Of several dra~rings by T. Cragg, one with the Griffith 
Planetarium 12-inch refractor on January 13 is especi?.lly .exoo.llvnt 
A tiny brilliant Sl)Ot 1,vas seen in the south ca:~): a second, ncar 
the sunset terminator. The limb was flattened in the region of 
the south part of Syrtis Major. Optical effect or direct evidence 
of difference in altitude. 

lle cannot attempt any general descri1Jtion of the surface 
foatur~s hero. The best vie11rs of various observers have shown 
the various details much as j_n the close!.' auuaritions of 19411 
1~4.3, ~ncl 1945-6. Canals seen in January and- February include 
Gohon, Nilokeras, Nectar, Pyriphlegethon 1 Titan, Erebus, ?.:ados 1 

Cerberus, Adamas, Nepenthes, Euphrntes, Protonilus, and 
Deuteronilu$1. The northern features Acidalium-lJiliacus 1 the 
merged Fro~)ontii, ,an.d the grossly onlarged Hedge of .Casius 
remain prominent, though Haas thqught·them lighter in February 
than in January. \1hen se.:m best. the tropical maria are quito 
as dark as in other recent apyaritions; and internal structure 
in them can be glimpsed. Hare and Haas noted a definite bright 
bay in the preceding shore of Syrtis I.Iajor in mid-February. 
Hare observed a faint Solis Lacus on Februar~r 3; no other 



observers have re)orted seeing it. Aryn has looked single, 
not two-for'cod, to Hare, Do1~r, and Haas. Pandorae Fretum is 
faintly ~Jresent. Hell~.s is currently undistine;uished, being 
the same tone as other southern regions. Tho north part of 
Syrtis Major is black. 
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